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Humans are a social species. We cooperate with each other1. 
We form long-term pair bonds with selected individuals2. 
We bear and care for children over an extended period of 

time3. Sociality is a survival strategy, which optimizes securing the 
resources that are necessary for growth, protection and reproduc-
tion4. Consequently, many human psychological features can be 
best understood in a social context. Here, we propose an evolu-
tionary theory of social affiliation. We begin by defining a social 
species as one where animals regulate one another’s fundamental 
physiological processes (or allostasis), and therefore their survival 
depends on social bonds. Allostasis is the ongoing adjustment 
of an individual’s internal milieu that is necessary for survival, 
growth and reproduction5, and social animals gradually learn to 
regulate their own and others’ allostasis using social communica-
tion6. Therefore, we hypothesize that social affiliation is rooted in  
allostasis6. Social dependency for allostasis regulation is a coevo-
lutionary plan that inherently relies not only on the individual’s 
physiology for survival, but also on their social environment. This 
evolutionary plan is adaptive because as a result of a relatively 
simple evolutionary feature (for example, inability to control your 
own allostasis), it maximizes social motivation and developmental 
flexibility in learning culturally relevant knowledge and behaviours 
needed to survive in a specific community or social niche.

All mammals and most birds are social to some extent, as new-
borns cannot survive without at least one dedicated caregiver. In 
newborns, the presence of the caretaker is to actually keep newborns 
alive, which could have robust implications for social development. 
Mothers establish and control allostasis in their offspring during 
embryonic development7, in eggs or in the womb. This physiological 
dependency continues once the offspring are born or hatched. Our 
definition of a social species using the idea of allostasis dependence 
is not meant to restrict or simplify the definition of a social species 
but to add an important dimension to social neurobiology. The idea 
that sociality is evolutionarily related to allostasis is supported by 
comparative evidence linking a central feature of allostasis, energy 
metabolism, to social strategies. The literature indicates that across 
different species, higher allostatic demands are associated with 
more complex sociality (Table 1). Given mammalian ontogeny, 
newborns depend on their mothers, and the initial social dyad is 
designed to physically regulate allostasis in the infant, including 

energy expenditure, temperature and immune function8, and moth-
ers implicitly provide bio-behavioural regulation to their offspring, 
a phenomenon previously referred to by Myron Hofer as maternal 
‘hidden regulators’9. For example, human mothers feed their infants 
to regulate their diet, and sing and touch their infants to regulate 
their temperature, heart rate10, sleep and arousal11 (that is, control 
many aspects of infants’ autonomous nervous system). Importantly, 
while a mother regulates her infant’s allostasis she provides nutri-
tion, soothing and comfort. In effect, a caregiver’s allostatic support 
is rewarding12, which makes social interactions a strong reinforce-
ment. With repeated care, the infant gradually builds an internal 
model of the caregiver9. As the experience with the caregiver is 
repeatedly associated with a vigorous reward (that is, allostasis regu-
lation), we hypothesize that the internal model of the caregiver is 
acquired as rewarding, which promotes infant attachment and moti-
vation towards social interactions. Altogether, we propose here that 
parental care is directed towards infant allostasis, and thus provides 
an optimal incentive for brain development and learning, as via allo-
stasis the social dyad encourages the acquisition of new behaviours 
and concepts that are necessary for social affiliation.

In support of the theory suggested here, we review three lines 
of evidence. First, the social neuroimaging literature and how the 
brain processes social information. We propose that neural systems 
supporting social behaviours overlap with those supporting allosta-
sis13,14. According to our framework, social affiliation is acquired and 
develops as a result of an inborn dependency in allostasis. Allostasis 
is thus considered a domain-general process, which is an important 
ingredient of sociality. Correspondingly, neural systems that sup-
port allostasis represent a crucial neural ingredient that wires social 
behaviours15. Then, a review of the brain development literature 
demonstrates that the neural circuitry needed for social affiliation 
is not evident in newborns, and develops throughout childhood16. 
We propose that this potentiates its susceptibility to environmental 
input. The third line of evidence is the developmental neurobiol-
ogy literature, which provides compelling evidence that early social 
experience (particularly maternal care) determines the offspring 
social biology and behaviour in adulthood. Altogether, these lines 
of literature indicate that current theories of social bonding are not 
supported by empirical evidence, and there is a need to consider an 
alternative theory.
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Synthesizing new and longstanding ideas, we propose a develop-
mental trajectory that is socially crafted and powered by allostasis. 
In particular, with early life experience, the brain assembles predic-
tive models, which enables the development of a conceptual system 
as a prerequisite for social development. We argue that in a next 
step, development of concepts promotes human social development 
by acquiring social concepts (such as the ‘mommy’), and social skills 
(such as synchrony). Integrating empirical findings about the devel-
opmental trajectories of neural networks and social competency, we 
introduce the hypothesis that brain development and social devel-
opment are two manifestations of the same phenomenon: becoming 
social experts. Thinking of social affiliation as an acquired skill has 
scientific, clinical and societal implications.

unexplained findings in social brain development studies
According to our framework, social animals are not born with a 
predetermined ‘social brain’, but rather biologically adapt to become 
social as a result of allostasis dependency. In this section, we describe 
neural circuits involved in social processing, and review evidence 
demonstrating that they are not innate and that early social expe-
rience effectively determines their functional outcome (as well as 
behaviour) in adulthood.

What is the ‘social brain’ and what is it for? The fully developed 
adult human brain is organized as anatomically connected and 
functionally coupled intrinsic networks13. These networks are held 
together by thick, long-range axonal tracks17. Of specific importance 
to both allostasis and social processing are the salience network13 
and the default mode network18 (also called the mentalizing net-
work13). The salience and default mode networks together make up 
an integrated network for implementing allostasis and represent its 
sensory consequences, called interoception14. These two networks 
are considered domain-general core networks in the sense that they 
are consistently involved in a variety of psychological phenomena, 
including social functioning13. These domain-general networks are 
connected to each other and to other parts of the brain, via corti-
cal nodes called ‘rich club hubs’19, which integrate information from 
across each network, and between the different networks19. The rich 
club hubs are also heavily connected to each other and to the sen-
sory and motor networks of the brain19, and are thought to function 
as a high-capacity backbone for synchronizing neural activity to 
integrate information across the entire brain20.

The core intrinsic networks and hubs, specifically in the default 
mode and salience networks, have been repeatedly demonstrated 
to participate in social brain processing, including maternal bond-
ing21–23, social cognition13 and social network size24, and to be 
impaired in patients with social deficits such as in autistic spectrum 
disorder (ASD)25,26. A recent meta-analysis of social neuroimaging 
studies searched across the literature for a distinct ‘neural finger-
print’ for social processing. The results from this meta-analysis 
showed that neural circuits associated with social processing across 
the neuroimaging literature are similar to domain-general circuits, 
namely the default mode and the salience networks, which are also 
involved in allostasis14 and other mental capacities (S.A. et al., man-
uscript in preparation). Thus, evidence from human neuroimaging 
studies suggests an overlap between the neural system that supports 
social behaviours and the one that supports allostasis.

The brain is malleable in early life and sensitive to social input. 
It has been demonstrated in the past that the infant brain is not a 
miniature version of an adult brain27. Key aspects of adult brain 
functional architecture, including long-distance functional syn-
chronization and rich club hubs within the core networks (that is, 
salience, default), are missing in newborns28–30 (Fig. 1). Consistently, 
from a structural development perspective, the myelination of the 
long-distance axon tracts that allow for the fast, efficient informa-
tion transfer throughout the networks develops for the most part 
after birth27,28,30–32. In general, sensory and motor-control networks 
become synchronized early in life, even during the prenatal period, 
and show adult-like spatial topology shortly after birth32,33. However, 
the core networks, mostly residing in association cortices, develop 
more slowly over time34. For example, it has been reported that major 
nodes of the default mode network do not become synchronized 
until six months of life34 and that the network continues to develop 
well into childhood and young adulthood35. This is also consistent 
with the developmental course of dendritic arborization and synap-
togenesis, which similarly show earlier peaking in primary sensory 
cortices but prolonged growth in prefrontal and other association 
cortices36. Overall, empirical data suggest that humans are born 
without the neural infrastructure that supports adult sociality.

Human brain development is a protracted process that starts 
in utero and lasts for up to 25 years postnatal37. During the first 
perinatal weeks, the brain is characterized by maximized plastic-
ity. There is a massive acceleration of brain growth, myelination, 

Table 1 | Comparative association between allostasis and social strategies across species

Level of observation evidence references

Comparative relationship between social strategy 
and metabolism

There is a relationship between social status and standard metabolic rate in juvenile 
Atlantic salmon, such that socially dominant fish have higher metabolic rates.

195

Large brains in primates are associated with both increased metabolism and 
increased social demands.

196,197

Sloths have an extremely low standard metabolic rate compared with other 
mammals. Accordingly, social interactions among sloths are rare, and sloths are 
known for their solitary habits.

198

High energy requirements imposed on reproductively active females are an 
important determinant of the phenomenon of female social dominance in the sifaka 
Propithecus uerreauxi, a Madagascar primate.

199

Similar genetic basis for social development and 
energy metabolism

Changes in gene expression in primates, which were suggested to accompany 
social evolutionary development include genes controlling energy metabolism (for 
example, abnormal spindle-like microcephaly associated (ASPM) gene, glutamate 
dehydrogenase 2 (GLUD2) gene and microcephalin 1 (MCPH1) gene)

200

Social deficits in bees and humans share a neural 
gene expression signature

Social deficits in non-social bees and autistic spectrum disorder humans are 
associated with the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor and voltage-gated 
ion channel genes, which are involved in allostasis201.

202
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enrichment of neural synapses, cortical volume expansion and cor-
tical folding27,38,39, all of which are critical to normal cognitive devel-
opment38,40,41. The extended developmental course in humans, along 
with massive neural plasticity, makes brain development susceptible 
to environmental input37,42,43, suggesting that the social environment 
could have a dominant role in determining the outcome — the fully 
formed adult brain.

Early-life social care determines social behaviour in adulthood. 
It is well-established that in social animals, social interactions are 
critical to development44. Compelling empirical evidence shows 
that provision of early life care shapes brain anatomy45–48, function 
and development49–53 (for a review see ref. 54 and for a list of evidence 
see Supplementary Table 1). In addition to brain development, early 
social care also determines the behavioural phenotype of the off-
spring. The development of social–behavioural repertoire in adult-
hood depends on early life social experience55. Even ‘typical’ social 
behaviours, such as maternal behaviours, sexual behaviour and peer 
interaction56, would not develop without maternal care57. However, 
not only the complete deprivation of social care shifts the trajectory  

of social development. Individual differences in maternal care have 
the power to shape social development in mammal offspring58. 
For example, rats demonstrate individual differences in maternal 
behaviour, as some dams are spontaneously more maternal than 
others58. Female rats that provide high levels of maternal behav-
iours towards their pups received high levels of maternal care59. 
This intuitive trajectory of cross-generation transmission of mater-
nal behaviours could rely on a genetic mechanism, that is, the dam 
could have genetically inherited a ‘high social genetic profile’ from 
her parents. Alternatively (or additionally), the mechanism could 
be acquired, as the dam could have been ‘programmed’ to interact 
with her pups during her own rearing. Cross-fostering studies con-
firm the role of postnatal experience in mediating this transmission. 
Females born to dams that provide low levels of maternal behaviour 
and are fostered by dams that provide high levels of maternal behav-
iour will perform high levels of maternal behaviour towards their 
own pups60,61.

Human studies have also demonstrated that variation in mater-
nal behaviour impacts children’s social development62. Children 
of mothers with postpartum depression, a condition that impairs 

Neonates One-year-old Two-year-old Adults
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Fig. 1 | Growing a social brain. a,b, Development of the default mode network (a) and salience network (b) during the first two years of life derived from a 
data-driven independent component analysis technique. The spatial correlation value of each map with the corresponding adult network map is shown at 
the bottom right of each map. These panels demonstrate that key aspects of adult brain functional architecture that support social processing, including 
long-distance functional synchronization and rich club hubs, are missing in newborns. Despite the numerous studies showing that neural development 
depends on social experience (see Supplementary Table 1), the mechanistic role of social care on the developmental trajectory of the default and salience 
networks was never directly assessed. c, Given the pliability of neonates’ brains, we hypothesize that the intensive social care during critical years of 
development have a dominant role in sculpting these networks. Panels a and b reproduced from ref. 203, Springer Nature Ltd.
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maternal behaviour63, have altered social development (including 
long-term susceptibility to social problems such as separation anxi-
ety and social withdrawal64). On the contrary, children who receive 
optimal maternal care showed improved social development along 
with optimal physiological organization across childhood and ado-
lescence44,62. A recent longitudinal study in humans showed that 
individuals who experienced sensitive, responsive and supportive 
caregiving exhibited improved bio-behavioural regulation with 
their adult romantic partners, 37 years later65. This study makes 
two important points. First, even small fluctuations in early care 
are powerful enough to cause variation in social behaviour in adult-
hood. Second, the parent–infant dyad is not only responsible for the 
cross-generation transmission of parental behaviours, but also plays 
a general role in moulding social behaviours at large.

To summarize the first section, allostasis regulation is a reward-
ing process12, and as such can potentially motivate learning and 
development. In social animals, social regulation of allostasis is 
proposed here to motivate social learning and the maturation of 
associative neural networks, which are reportedly involved in social 
functioning in adulthood. We hypothesize that infants will show 
facilitated network development when their allostatic needs are 
sensitively regulated. This hypothesis is supported by literature 
demonstrating that child development is optimized and even accel-
erated where provision of parental care is sensitively attuned to the 
infant needs66. In the next section, we outline how social care in 
early life can potentially support social development, via the acqui-
sition of concepts.

An alternative framework for social development
According to our framework, infants are not born with ‘core social 
knowledge’67,68, but rather need to learn about social agents and 
social behaviours. As a result, a prerequisite of social development 
is the acquisition of rudimentary concepts, which start as multi-
modal representations (such as a face) and become more abstract 
with development. We will describe our proposed course of devel-
opment from birth onwards, starting with the development of a 
conceptual system, and then describe how such a conceptual system 
promotes social development.

Neural prediction as a potential mechanism for how experience 
sculpts the developing brain. An increasingly popular hypothesis 
in neuroscience is that the brain runs internal models that function 
as Bayesian filters for incoming sensory input, driving action and 
constructing perception and other psychological phenomena15,69,70. 
This hypothesis is often called predictive coding70–75. Prediction sig-
nals (also known as ‘top down’) are embodied, whole-brain repre-
sentations that continuously anticipate (1) populations of upcoming 
sensory events from inside and outside the body and (2) populations 
of best action to deal with those events. Unanticipated information 
is a prediction error signal that tracks the difference between the 
prediction and the actual incoming input from the world and the 
body (also known as ‘bottom up’ signal). Predictions are generated 
in agranular association cortices and propagate to primary sensory 
cortices, always preparing for the next moment74.

A key feature of the predictive coding model is the interaction 
between the forward and backward flow of information: the back-
ward flow delivers predictions while the forward flow computes the 
residual errors between prediction and sensory inputs74,76. In early 
life as infants’ sensory pathways become intact (infants’ sensation 
starts in utero and continues after birth), without sufficient sensory 
experience to form valid predictive models, most sensory input is 
considered ‘prediction error’, simply because the brain cannot pre-
dict it. This idea was conceptualized by Alison Gopnik as ‘lantern 
consciousness’, or how babies take in everything around them77. 
With experience, infants start to detect and predict sensory pat-
terns based on co-occurrence probability. This is called ‘statistical 

learning’78–80. Detecting structure within the environment is a criti-
cal step in development81 as from a meaningless stream of unpre-
dicted sensory information, populations of instances are grouped 
together and mentally represented as concepts82. The infant’s expe-
rience shifts from ‘lantern consciousness’ to ‘spotlight conscious-
ness’, or intentional selection of perceptual input77.

Of special importance for the development of sociality is neu-
ral prediction within the interoceptive system, which is the sen-
sory consequence of allostasis. Importantly, the term allostasis was 
originally defined in terms of prediction5. Allostasis, as defined by 
Sterling and Laughlin83, is “the core task of all brains to regulate the 
organism’s internal milieu by anticipating needs and preparing to 
satisfy them before they arise”83. The predictive nature of allostasis is 
one way in which allostasis differs from the concept of homeostasis. 
Others have marked the importance of predictions in allostasis84–87, 
and interoceptive predictions about allostasis have been suggested 
to underlie decision-making and motivational behaviour85. We pro-
pose that in newborns, interoceptive information about allostasis 
is regularly associated with exteroceptive information about care-
givers. This conditioning prompts the infant’s brain to regulate the 
internal milieu by attending to social information. Deviations from 
physiological balance (for example, low glucose levels) elicit distress 
behaviour (for example, cry), which (ideally) elicits social care and 
dramatically raises the chances of survival88,89. Thus, according to 
our theory, for infants raised in social dyads, interoceptive percep-
tion of allostasis is temporally associated with exteroceptive per-
ception of the caregiver (see Box 1 and Fig. 2). With experience, 
infants learn to predict about allostasis given social information. 
A recent comparative study supports the importance of maternal 
care predictability by demonstrating that when infants (humans and 
rats) can predict maternal sensory input, they develop optimally90. 
This suggests that efficient Bayesian models about maternal sen-
sory input (computed by an infant’s brain) promote optimal bond-
ing and development. Accordingly, developmental settings that 
obstruct the conditioning between the caretaker and allostasis, such 
as prematurity, postpartum or developmental psychopathology, or 
orphanhood, are predicted to interfere with social development. We 
hypothesize that with development, as top-down predictive models 
gradually govern infants’ experience, infants’ allostasis and allostatic 
independence will exponentially increase. Computationally, this 
process might involve a gradual decrease in the salience of intero-
ceptive prediction errors. Empirical evaluation of the relationship 
between the predictive coding approach and allostasis during devel-
opment is warranted.

Forming Bayesian models about the social (and non-social) 
environment depends on temporal and multi-modal contingen-
cies in the infant brain. Multi-modal sensory inputs (exteroceptive 
and interoceptive) are integrated in agranular association cortices, 
which rely on those learned contingencies to generate Bayesian 
models and issue predictions74. The agranular association cortices, 
which integrate information from across the brain, become predic-
tive ‘hubs’19 (Fig. 2). Multi-modal integration is not evident in new-
borns91. Moreover, resting-state functional magnetic resonance 
imaging reveals that core networks and predictive hubs are also 
not traceable in newborns (Fig. 1). This supports our hypothesis 
that the development of prediction infrastructure relies on post-
partum experience that potentially determines the actual multi-
modal associations.

In the absence of multi-modal association or predictive models, 
we hypothesize that infants’ experience mostly includes bottom-up 
information, or prediction errors. Sensory information is mostly 
processed in primary sensory cortices91. This idea is supported by 
empirical data on brain development. Thalamo-cortical connec-
tions, which deliver bottom-up sensory information to the pri-
mary sensory cortex (for example, prediction error), are the first to 
develop in the embryo31, while the cortico-cortical connections that 
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deliver top-down predictions form after birth31,92, and in social ani-
mals are subjected to social impacts. Intriguingly, thalamo-cortical 
functional connections in one year olds, particularly those between 
the thalamus and salience network regions, show unique predictive 
values for cognitive development outcomes at two years of age93,94. 
Cortico-cortical connections are shaped by experience95, and orga-
nize throughout childhood with significant dendritic growth and 
synaptogenesis around critical periods of cognitive development92. 

Multi-modal integration is not genetically predetermined, and its 
emergence and maturation critically depend on cross-modal expe-
riences that shape the neural circuits in such a way that is optimized 
for the immediate environment in which the animal will function91.

Notably, agranular association cortices, which issue most neural 
predictions74, such as the anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex 
and ventro-medial prefrontal cortex74, are commonly considered 
major nodes of the ‘social brain’, and have been linked to social  

Box 1 | A predictive coding approach to social development in which infants learn social concepts as generative models for  
allostatic regulation

According to models of predictive brain function70–75, the brain 
constantly constructs multi-modal207 hypotheses about the world 
(that is, predictions) and then samples evidence from the environ-
ment that are measured against these hypotheses (that is, predic-
tion errors)15,69,70.

A common mathematical formulation of these dynamics 
involves Bayesian inference, where the brain’s hypotheses 
regarding the environment can be generally described by:

μ μ μ τ= + − ×x( ) (1)1 0 0

where μ0 denotes the brain’s prior prediction, x denotes the sensory 
signal, such that the brackets represent the prediction error, and μ1 
denotes the brain’s updated hypothesis. τ denotes the weight of the 
prediction errors, often called precision, which is a function of the 
ratio of the uncertainty of the prediction, and the uncertainty and 
saliency of the prediction error74,207. Thus, prediction errors are 
given a lesser weight when the predictions are relatively certain.

In the allostasis framework, the ultimate goal of the brain’s 
predictive models is to optimize physiological demands and gain74. 
When a caregiver impacts the infant’s allostasis, she/he effectively 
minimizes interoceptive prediction errors. With experience, the 
infant learns that exteroceptive cues regarding the caretaker (for 
example, smell, voice) predict allostatic regulation. Consistent 
care thus creates relatively certain predictions regarding allostatic 
regulation that reduce the precision of interoceptive prediction 
errors. Then, exteroceptive cues regarding the caretaker are given 
a higher importance than cues not impacting allostasis. At higher 
levels, this multimodal information is integrated in the infant’s mind 
in the form of a concept (see Fig. 3), which can be formalized by:

′ ′| ∝
′ ′ × |′ ′ ×

|′ ′

P
P P
P

( Mommy Interoception, Exteroception)
( Mommy ) (Interoception Mommy )
(Exteroception Mommy )

(2)

Corresponding with Bayesian models of the brain, equation 
(2) shows that the infant’s concept of ‘mommy’ is conditional on 
interoceptive and exteroceptive information. This concept will 
get more robust and reliable (that is, with lower uncertainty) 
as the caretaker’s behaviour affecting the infant’s interoceptive 
and exteroceptive sensations involves statistical regularity and 
consistency. Learning occurs as the concept of a ‘mommy’ given 
these inputs, [P(′ Mommy′ |Interoception, Exteroception)], 
becomes the exteroceptive and interoceptive multi-modal 
prediction regarding the caregiver, [P(′ Mommy′)]. When 
caretakers are not successful in social regulation of allostasis (for 
example, due to potential parent-related illness such as postpartum 
depression), statistical regularity between the exteroceptive input 
about the caregiver and the interoceptive input about allostasis is 
impaired. According to the framework suggested here, we predict 

that this will cause a developmental impairment in acquiring 
social concepts.

A schematic Bayesian model of organizing social information in infants. 
Infants associate exteroceptive and interoceptive information to form social 
concepts, such as ‘mommy’. The social concept of ‘mommy’ represents 
a computational predictive model. Based on previous experience, an 
association between exteroceptive information about the caregiver and 
interoceptive information about allostasis is made, and the brain can 
issue predictions (downward blue arrows) regarding upcoming allostasis 
changes using social information and vice versa (to make social predictions 
based on interceptive information). For example, by the age of a few 
days old, infants have already gained repeated experience in feeding, and 
learned that exteroceptive information about ‘mommy’ is useful to predict 
about upcoming changes in their plasma glucose levels (for more detail, 
see Fig. 2). Upward red arrows represent prediction errors used to update 
the brain’s model and predictions. For simplicity, we present here only two 
examples of exteroceptive modalities and one example of interoceptive 
input, whereas a full model incorporates a range of interoceptive and 
exteroceptive modalities. We propose that the brain acquires and uses 
such concepts (social and others) to optimize information processing, with 
the ongoing ultimate goal of allostasis regulation.
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competencies such as mental inference, empathy and person per-
ception13,96–98. The same brain regions, which are cortical rich club 
hubs of the salience and default mode networks, are also suggested to 

regulate the autonomic nervous system, the immune system and the 
neuroendocrine system, as part of a predictive allostasis regulation 
neural system14,15,74,75,85,99. Moreover, the amygdala, nucleus accum-
bens and hypothalamus, which are also considered key regions in 
social processing100, have a key role in allostasis regulation99 and are 
thought to compute prediction error and motivate behaviour101. We 
hypothesize that these regions’ involvement in social processing 
reflects an underlying process that occurs simultaneously: prepar-
ing the organism for upcoming changes in allostasis.

In support of our hypothesis, the association hubs that are 
involved in social processing are not exclusive to social process-
ing. While social information is very useful for allostasis predic-
tion, other types of ‘non-social’ information (for example, food) 
can also be useful to predict allostasis. This would explain the 
consistent involvement of these association cortices and limbic 
regions in general affective experiences not necessarily related to 
social experience (for a meta-analysis see ref. 102). According to our 
framework, consistent provision of social care can impact neural 
plasticity and promote neural associations between these regions 
into ‘core’ large-scale networks that implement an acquired system 
for the purposes of allostasis. Thus, the ‘social brain’ is really the 
predictive brain, which develops as a function of social experience 
aimed at allostasis regulation.

Neural prediction supports the development of a conceptual sys-
tem. When a brain is ‘processing information’ to construct percep-
tions and plan action, it is asking ‘What is this new sensory input 
most similar to?’ relative to situated, past experiences (see refs 103,104). 
The dis/similarity of the current sensory array is computed with ref-
erence to the past to estimate the potential energy costs and rewards 

Prediction signals
Prediction error signals

PI

AI

Interoception of allostasis

Exteroception of ‘mommy’
via tactile, visual, auditory, 
olfactory sensory cortices

a

b

Anterior insula (AI)
This neural hub integrates 
sensory projections from 
primary exteroceptive and 
interoceptive cortices into a 
multi-modal representation 
of ‘mommy’: a neural model 
that associates social 
information with allostatic 
changes75 based on social 
stimuli

via primary interoceptive 
cortex in posterior insula
(PI)

Fig. 2 | the anterior insula is a hub that integrates exteroceptive to 
interoceptive inputs. The anterior insula is a part of a multi-modal 
integration network, which overlaps with the salience network109 (also 
including the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and dorsal operculum204). 
a, Interoception: ascending sensory signals from the internal milieu of the 
body are carried to primary interoceptive cortex in the posterior insula14,74. 
The association cortex in the ventral anterior insula has bidirectional 
connections to primary interoceptive cortex in the posterior insula, which 
enable a bidirectional flow of information between the two regions: 
the ventral anterior insula sends ‘top down’ anticipated interoceptive 
prediction signals to the primary interoceptive cortex in the posterior 
insula, while ‘bottom up’ ascending sensory inputs from the body goes 
from the posterior insula to the ventral anterior insula74. b, Exteroception: 
the anterior insula is also involved in integration of sensory processing 
of the outside world205, and in perception of all sensory modalities206. 
The involvement of this associative cortical region in both interoception 
and exteroception85,205,206 can mark its role in integration of allostatic and 
social information. We hypothesize that with repeated care, infants learn 
to associate interoceptive input about allostasis and exteroceptive input 
about the caretaker into one multi-modal experience. One example of 
social regulation of allostasis is feeding. The feeding of a human newborn 
(like all mammals) inherently involves a caretaker. With every feeding, the 
caretaker regulates the infant’s glucose levels. The newborn’s experience 
of feeding conditionally comprises interoceptive digestive information (for 
example, glucose levels) and exteroceptive information about the caretaker 
(for example, caretaker’s face, smell). There is a temporal conditioning 
between a caretaker and allostasis, which will be processed by the infant as 
one multi-modal experience. We hypothesize that based on the temporal 
conditioning between social and allostatic information, infants imbue 
social information into allostatic processes, and the association cortex 
that integrates the multi-modal input learns to predict about allostasis, 
based on social input. To prepare for the next feeding, the presence of the 
caretaker will already trigger the infant’s anterior insula to issue predictions 
about upcoming changes in glucose levels. The predictions will propagate 
to the posterior insula, and other brain regions that assist to prepare for the 
upcoming allostatic changes, and achieve stability through physiological 
(for example, insulin release) or behavioural (for example, crying, sucking, 
salivating) changes.

Sensory input

Categories
A group of sensations 

with common 
features/goal/action

Concepts

Perception

Construction

Organization

Prediction errors

Cognitive science
framework

Predictive coding
framework

Probabilistic models
A group of sensations 

with common 
features/goal/action

Predictions

Fig. 3 | Concepts as predictions. Similar ideas about information 
processing are described using different terminology in the predictive 
coding and cognitive science frameworks. At the level of perception, 
actual incoming sensory input from the world and the body (also known 
as bottom-up signal in cognitive science) is considered in the predictive 
coding framework as prediction error. At the next level of processing, 
information is organized into ‘categories’ (cognitive science), or 
‘probabilistic models’ (predictive coding). At the higher level of processing, 
the mental representations of categories are ‘concepts’105. Just like 
concepts, predictions are also whole-brain representations that organize 
new incoming sensory input75. Importantly, in the predictive coding 
framework, the organization of sensory input is a predominately top-down 
process that starts with a probabilistic model. The model incorporates new 
sensory data only when it is not predicted (that is, prediction error), which 
in turn updates the model74.
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for the body. That is, a prediction is considered a partially completed 
category that is used to classify incoming sensory signals to con-
struct sensory perceptions. Similarly, in cognitive science, a category 
is a population of events or objects in the world that are treated as 
similar because they all serve a particular function or goal in some 
context. The mental representations of categories are concepts105. 
In effect, then, it has been proposed that when the brain assembles 
populations of predictions, it is constructing concepts15, or what 
L. Barsalou refers to as ‘ad hoc’ concepts106,107 (Fig. 3). It was pre-
viously established that prediction errors prompt learning because 
they modify the future predictions to incorporate the new informa-
tion76,108. A concept, then, represents a group of sensory predictions 
(Fig. 3), and concept learning is the encoding of sensory prediction 
errors109. In this view, every event of new learning (for example, the 
processing of prediction error) is categorized into a concept.

Allostasis-driven learning of social concepts. According to our 
framework, the first step in social development is acquisition of 
rudimentary social concepts. At early infancy, the infant gains expe-
rience interacting with the caretaker, and most interactions will be 
implicitly or explicitly aimed towards allostasis regulation. With 
consistent ongoing care, infants detect the statistical regularities of 
their social environment80. For example, by repeated gazing at the 
mother, infants will gradually recognize the spatial organization of 
her facial features and form a rudimentary concept of a face. The 
brain categorizes sensory information to predict about allostasis, 
and thus we propose that sensory regularities (such as a face) will 
become concepts more rapidly if they impact allostasis. The asso-
ciation between allostasis and a human agent will result in learn-
ing an important social concept: ‘mommy’ (similarly, this concept 

can be ‘daddy’ or any other caretaker and will be referred to as the 
‘mommy’ concept regardless of the primary caretaker gender/s or 
familial relation; Fig. 4 and Box 1).

Allostasis-driven learning of social competencies. Through social 
regulation of allostasis, a child experientially acquires not only 
social concepts (like a face or ‘mommy’), but also social competen-
cies. One of the basic social competencies infants gain is synchrony. 
Bio-behavioural synchrony is an important aspect of mother–infant 
attachment44, and has been shown to be important for shaping opti-
mal developmental outcomes of physiological regulation, executive 
functions and social aptitude110.

Here, we consider synchrony as one efficient strategy for social 
regulation of allostasis. Starting from gestation, a mother controls 
her foetus’s allostasis via mother–foetus physiological synchroni-
zation7. After birth, mammalian mothers continue to regulate the 
infants’ allostasis111,112 using the same strategy. Mothers regulate 
their infants’ temperature by holding them close so that their tem-
peratures synchronize111. Mothers regulate their infants’ immune 
function by breastfeeding, synchronizing their gut microbiota and 
antigen-specific antibodies113. Mothers regulate infants’ arousal with 
voice (by singing, or speaking loudly or softly)114, synchronizing 
their heart rates10. Within a healthy dyad, the infant quickly gains 
a lot of experience in synchrony, and will progressively learn to 
willingly synchronize. Learning synchrony is one of the first social 
competencies that infants acquire, as within several months, infants 
not only learn to intentionally synchronize with others to regulate 
their own allostasis, but also start using synchrony to intentionally 
impact others’ allostasis.

Among synchrony, another fundamental social competency 
infants acquire is joint attention115. Infants learn conceptual knowl-
edge by synchronizing their attention with others. Attention is 
defined as a neural computation that biases certain features out of 
competing environmental information116. Attention is a learned cog-
nitive skill that is plastic and shaped by experience116. Once atten-
tion develops, and the infant learns to synchronize, they learn the 
mental ability of sharing their attention with a caretaker at around 
six months116. Using joint attention, caretakers direct the infant’s sta-
tistical learning towards relevant cultural and social information. 
Joint attention is a precursor for additional social competencies, like 
‘theory of mind’117. However, joint attention is a social competency 
that is fundamental not only for the development of social cogni-
tion, but also to many aspects of cognitive development118, as within 
the medium of joint attention with caregivers and peers, infants are 
introduced to all knowledge and proficiency needed to survive in 
their environment. Mothers explicitly and implicitly teach infants 
new concepts as they influence the spontaneous statistical learning 
by providing regulatory social input, such as vocalizations119, gaze120 
and touch121.

Learning is an inherent aspect of allostasis, as the term ‘allosta-
sis’ explicitly incorporates learning and predictive responding5,74,122. 
It was previously demonstrated that attaining physiological stabil-
ity reinforces learning12, and that physiological manipulation (for 
example, deviation from allostasis, for example, hunger) moti-
vates learning123,124 and prosocial behaviours in social animals125,126. 
Sensory input with allostatic implications (that is, likely to impact 
survival, offering reward or threat) will be learned, to support allo-
stasis better in the future14,127. Accordingly, we hypothesize that 
stimuli with higher predictive value for allostasis will be learned 
quicker than stimuli with lower impact on allostasis. During devel-
opment, infants learn social concepts and skills to prepare for 
allostatic needs, as caretakers introduce all the culturally relevant 
concepts, using language (Fig. 4).

Allostasis-driven development of abstraction. Allostasis-
driven learning marks a special case for humans, compared with  

Social development
In humans, newborns’ allostasis is always regulated by a 
caretaker. Therefore, the sensory patterns that are relevant for 
newborns’ allostasis are social, and infants construct 
rudimentary social concepts such as ‘face’ and ‘mommy’. 
Social concepts are conditioned with positive outcome of 
allostasis regulation. Through allostasis, social care becomes 
rewarding, and the infant attaches to the caretaker, and 
becomes increasingly driven towards social interactions. 
Gradually, more complex social and non-social information, 
skill and behaviours are learned.

Concepts
To prepare for allostatic demands, the brain organizes 
environmental sensory input into concepts. During
development, infants detect statistical regularities in the 
environment and from a meaningless stream of information, 
populations of instances are grouped into mentally 
represented concepts. Sensory patterns relevant for allostasis 
will efficiently become concepts.

Allostasis
This is the elementary ongoing process of optimizing the 
body’s internal milieu. The brain is constantly regulating 
allostasis, while predicting allostatic needs, and adjusting 
behaviour and metabolism towards growth and reproduction.

Fig. 4 | relationship between allostasis, concepts and social development. 
Allostasis is an elementary process needed for survival and is thus the 
first order of the diagram. Concepts: to prepare for allostatic demands, the 
brain uses past experience as a model, and organizes incoming sensory 
input into mentally represented concepts. Organization of sensory input 
is governed by allostasis, and underlies social development, and is thus 
the second order of this diagram. Social development: in social species, 
allostasis is (by definition) regulated in a social environment. Consequently, 
social animals first and foremost learn social concepts. Allostasis-
driven learning is rewarding, and that promotes social bonding. Social 
development relies on allostasis-driven concepts and is thus the higher 
order of this diagram.
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non-human animals. All animals depend on allostasis and engage 
in allostasis-driven learning (including social learning). However, 
humans, on average, have a brain that is three times larger than a 
chimpanzee brain128,129. While humans and chimpanzees have com-
parable sensory and motor networks, in humans these networks 
are connected to an expanded core brain system of association cor-
tices130, which could imply an advanced capacity for multi-modal 
integration. These have been suggested to have evolved to sustain 
the relatively complex demands of the human social niche131. The 
advanced capacity for integration could underlie human ability for 
abstraction. Among non-human mammals, allostasis-driven learn-
ing is limited to sensory concepts with immediate physical impact 
on allostasis (such as food or pain). Humans can construct high-
level abstract concepts (for example money, love, pride, god and 
other cultural concepts) and link them to allostasis (for example, 
have bodily representations of abstract ideas). Among ‘socially 
entrained’ humans, a word or an idea could be sufficient to regu-
late or disturb allostatic balance. The link between abstract entities 
such as words for physical regulation of allostasis could underlie 
language acquisition in humans132. It has been previously suggested 
that only as children develop social competencies, they can learn 
to understand the meaning of abstract concepts133. We hypothesize 
that social bonding promotes abstraction because social dyads pro-
vide the medium in which abstract concepts become meaningful by 
physically linking them to allostasis. Ad hoc investigations about 
allostasis regulation and social learning and abstraction in human 
infants are warranted.

According to our framework, during a critical developmental 
window, not only is spoken language acquired, but also culture. It 
has been demonstrated in comparative studies that longer develop-
mental courses favour extended social learning134–137. As a result of 
human ontogeny, a human newborn’s brain is highly immature, and 
thus fellow humans contribute to infant allostasis and brain devel-
opment for an extended period during development131. This allows 
social input and culture to wire the brain in a more extensive way 
in humans than in any other animal. Individuals tend to conform 
to certain cultural schemes and synchronize according to a collec-
tive set of concepts, including norms, beliefs and manners138. The 
caretakers, and other members of the group, are responsible for 
cross-generation transmission of such relevant cultural knowledge. 
As part of the cultural scheme, and reinforced by allostasis, mentally 
rich human cognition is acquired. In addition to social learning, 
allostasis-driven learning can also shape other human features such 
as cognition, emotion and culture15,139. Empirical evidence suggests 
that mental and cognitive capacities (such as emotion, sociality and 
cognition) are not universal140,141 and deep cultural differences exist 
between groups. According to our proposed framework, emotion 
and social concepts are environmentally constructed in each cul-
ture, and transferred between generations in social dyads during 
early life social ‘training’. A smooth roll out of such a mechanism 
can ensure efficient cross-generation transmission of the deepest 
aspects of human emotion, cognition and sociality, while staying 
flexible and robust in face of change.

Social, cognitive and neural developmental trajectories
Despite evidence that social experience affects both neural and 
cognitive development, the structure–function developmental 
mechanism remains poorly understood. Characterizing the neu-
ral mechanisms of cognitive development is a pending empirical 
task. However, several neural developmental milestones temporally 
match the development of new cognitive skills. Of specific interest 
to social cognition is the temporal contingency between the devel-
opmental trajectories of the default mode network and of cognitive 
abilities such as conceptualization13. The default mode network is 
believed to construct mental representations of concepts142, includ-
ing complex representations about other people’s minds (for example,  

theory of mind)143. The adult default mode network cannot be func-
tionally traced in newborns29,33. The default mode network starts 
from an isolated posterior cingulate region that can be traced in 
neonates, and evolves to become a synchronized network later in 
life29. More precisely, most of the core nodes of the default mode 
network become synchronized by six months of age, making the 
default mode network among the first domain-general networks 
to achieve qualitatively adult-like spatial topology144. It has been 
demonstrated that the connectivity and volume of the major default 
mode network nodes (the posterior cingulate cortex and medial 
prefrontal cortex) are immature at birth145. The grey matter vol-
umes as well as functional and structural connectivity in the default 
mode network continue to develop during childhood, reaching full 
maturity in late adolescence33,146, right when social cognition abili-
ties and mentalizing mature146,147. Intuitively, it has been postulated 
before that changes in brain connectivity might be linked to cogni-
tive development93,148,149, and that the absence of a default mode net-
work in early infancy indicates the absence of cognitive skills such 
as conceptualization and theory of mind33. Accordingly, default-
mode network maturation is potentially a crucial developmental 
step, which serves as the precursor for social and cognitive devel-
opment. Importantly, network plasticity seen during development 
is not sufficient to conclude the lack of an inborn social system. A 
circuit or network can be innate and emerge only with experience. 
Alternatively, it is possible that a capacity, such as sociality, can be 
a byproduct of something else that is innate, such as allostasis. The 
degree of plasticity in brain network connectivity during the early 
years of life, combined with the importance of allostasis for rein-
forcement learning, together suggest that researchers should recon-
sider the common assumption that a network or system for sociality 
is inborn. Empirical investigation of mechanisms facilitating the 
impact of dyadic care on brain and social development is warranted.

The literature on social development in rodents provides robust 
support for social care having a mechanistic role in brain devel-
opment, and specifies hard mechanistic evidence for how paren-
tal care physically controls brain development in the offspring 
(including receptor expression, plasticity and cortical folding, see 
Supplementary Table 1). By integrating cognitive and neural devel-
opmental literatures, we hypothesize that social care controls social 
and cognitive development via maturation of whole-brain neural 
networks. Specifically, we propose that parental care, which is con-
sistently reinforced by allostasis, is necessary for the infant to build 
and refine a multisensory mental representation of concepts82,133. 
Starting from first simple multisensory concepts, such as a face, 
and then ‘mommy’, infants will gradually learn to represent more 
abstract concepts, including words and ideas, by linking them to 
allostasis via dyadic interaction. The developmental neural shift 
from primary motor-sensory circuitry seen in newborns to asso-
ciation networks in adults suggests a potential dramatic shift in the 
development of human experience: from undefined raw sensory 
experience in early infancy to constructed cognition in adulthood.

Growing a social brain is adaptive and promotes affiliation
In this Perspective, we present a theoretical framework for social 
affiliation. Specifically, social affiliation is learned and allostasis is 
the incentive. Social attachment could be the result of one evolu-
tionary feature: helplessness in achieving and maintaining physi-
ological stability. Such social codependency creates an ultimate 
driving force for attachment and learning. The mother–infant 
dyad is a social ‘boot camp’ for learning social affiliation, which is 
extremely efficient as infants’ lives depend on their caregiver. While 
caretakers teach newborns the behavioural repertoire of sociality 
(including bonding, but also more complex social behaviours such 
as cooperation, competition, aggression and so on), they also pro-
gramme their biology, helping them to ‘grow a social brain’. Infants 
will learn to identify humans as important, and to synchronize with 
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them. They continue to learn through synchronizing conceptual 
knowledge and mental abilities with their caregivers. The caregiver 
explicitly and implicitly teaches the newborn a saliency road map of 
the world. Gradually, infants are trained not only to regulate their 
own allostasis, but also to become experts in decoding and attend-
ing to other people’s allostasis, as they become socially functioning 
adults. However, not only social development relies on social regu-
lation of allostasis, but also other cognitive and emotional develop-
mental trajectories. During childhood and within social dyads and 
other members of their social group, such as family members and 
friends, infants are trained to acquire all skill and knowledge needed 
as adults. Social care is therefore not merely responsible for shap-
ing a ‘social brain’. We propose that social care is needed to grow a 
brain. Consequently, the entire brain, which is potentially sculpted 
by ongoing social transactions, can be thought of as a social brain. 
Human brains are transactive and cannot be considered outside the 
context of other human brains. Transactive brains form a collec-
tive and flexible system that sustains many of our human features, 
including knowledge150, skill and biology.

Early life is a critical window for social learning due to the acute 
nature of the social dependency. As long as children’s lives depend 
on social communication, their brains attend to learn the complex 
social information to survive151,152. As such, the social dyad catalyses 
social-related statistical learning. With maturation, the ‘life or death’ 
motivation for social learning gradually subsides, and the window 
of immense learning narrows. With that, social regulation of allo-
stasis is not limited to early life and there is evidence from rodents 
and apes (including humans) for a social buffering effect (a regu-
latory social impact on an individual’s physiology and behaviour) 
on different types of allostatic processes, including hypothalamic 
pituitary adrenal axis activity, oxytocin levels, affect and immune 
function (for a review see ref. 153). In highly social species such as 
humans, adults regulate each other’s allostasis as well154,155. As such, 
socially mediated learning is a life-long process156,157.

The potentially crucial role of social experience during infancy in 
shaping brain and social development suggests that social animals 
do not necessarily rely on a predetermined specialized brain sys-
tem to support affiliation158,159. Instead, according to our framework, 
domain-general neural systems implement a conceptual system to 
regulate allostasis, and that underlies social behaviour. Moreover, 
as cultural changes evolve much faster than natural selection does, 
evolution is more likely to select for flexible biological systems that 
are robust to unexpected environmental change160. A transactive 
human brain growing in the context of other human brains and 
genetically predisposed to wire itself to the environment161 is just 
such a system. Thinking about bonding and social development as 
temporal conditioning between social information and allostasis is 
a hypothesis. This hypothesis is based on the integration of litera-
ture on allostasis and bonding, but also on learning. For example, a 
recent review about social learning in non-human animal models 
examined experimental work in animal models of learning, and con-
cluded that domain-general associative mechanisms that track the 
predictive relationships and contingency between two salient events 
mediate learning about both social and asocial cues. Moreover, the 
authors concluded that while associative learning mechanisms are 
genetically inherited, at least in non-human animals there are no 
mechanisms dedicated to social versus asocial learning162. This sup-
ports our idea that any stimulus that conditionally impacts allosta-
sis (for example, salient) will be learned, and that in social species, 
these stimuli are prominently social.

This Perspective introduces a theoretical framework about how 
the developing brain respects the physical and social surround-
ings as wiring instructions, along with a series of hypotheses about 
the early allostatic experiences with caregivers as one source of 
these wiring instructions. Our framework sets the ground for new 
research and ad hoc empirical evaluation targeted at allostasis, 

and its mechanistic role in the development of social affiliation. 
It also provides a different interpretation to existing findings and 
not everyone will agree. In particular, disentangling environmental 
from genetic effects is challenging, and further empirical investiga-
tions on the role of social care in child brain and behaviour devel-
opment are warranted. While we predict that social experience is 
a major determinant in social development, genetic predisposition 
is not overlooked. We distinguish between genetic predisposition 
of a socially pre-wired brain (limited to domain-general processes, 
such as allostasis dependency), versus genetic determinism of a 
hard-wired brain (coding for detailed social behaviours or neural 
circuits). For example, the cross-fostering studies from the Meaney 
group49,60,61,163,164 as well as the Lorenz imprinting studies165,166 sug-
gest that social behaviour does not depend on hardwired social ‘pro-
grammes’, and that particular phenotypes are flexible. While some 
studies that have suggested that social knowledge is hardwired in 
our genes and that newborns have innate social preference and 
behaviour167,168, others have resisted this idea and provided evidence 
that there is no social preference in newborns169–175. It is possible 
that newborns’ behaviours that are typically interpreted as ‘social’ 
are in fact ‘allostatic’ at first and only become social once infants 
learn to associate social information with allostasis. Accordingly, 
innate individual differences that are seen in infants relate to allo-
stasis176,177, and the developmental literature applies the term tem-
perament178 to describe traits such as ‘irritability’, ‘positive affect’ 
and ‘activity level’179. This supports the idea that infant’s genetic 
predisposition is limited to domain-general processes of allostasis, 
which interact with social experience to determine social develop-
ment. Synthesizing human and non-human evidence about allosta-
sis, bonding, learning and brain function establishes considerable 
doubt in the common view (attributing a dominant genetic account 
to social phenotype) and encourages research to test the alternative 
hypothesis suggested here (by which the social phenotype is shaped 
by social experience, driven by the genetic predisposition of allosta-
sis dependency).

The framework suggested here could have implications for 
research in the field of neuroscience because it assumes that neural 
circuits that support sociality are not inborn. For example, across 
evolution, social affiliation depends on cortico-striatal (or ana-
tomically homologous) pathways151. Accordingly, recent human 
functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have demonstrated 
that social affiliation depends on the neural association between 
domain-general circuits of the mesolimbic system and the default 
mode network23. The dopaminergic mesolimbic system has been 
shown to underlie allostatic processes180–182, while the default mode 
network is important for conceptualization183. Thus, social affilia-
tion relies on the connectivity within a multi-function neural sys-
tem supporting allostasis and conceptualization.

Considering that the ‘social brain’ is not an isolated module, and 
that the entire brain is wired with respect to the social environment, 
could have implications for psychopathology. For example, cur-
rent studies of ASD focus on boosting the ‘social brain’ with ‘social 
drugs’184, yet to date there are no successful pharmacological inter-
ventions aimed at the core social deficits of ASD185. Instead, it has 
been previously suggested that social impairments seen in ASD are 
attributed to domain-general processes, such as deficits in organi-
zation of sensory input into efficient predictive models186. Patients 
with ASD show deficits in categorizing information into concepts, 
manifested as atypical language acquisition or naming, which are 
accompanied by weaker connectivity of association networks187. 
Similarly, learning disorders, such as dyslexia, were suggested to be 
computationally understood as a deficit in integrating prior infor-
mation (for example, forming efficient prediction models) with 
noisy observations (for example, prediction errors)188. In dyslexia 
patients, an atypical ratio between the a-prior model and the noisy 
input may account for patients’ perceptual deficits189. A brain with 
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limited ability to use past knowledge for prediction is also limited in 
conceptualization, and thus social bonding. Empirical assessments 
for this potential mechanism are called for. Moreover, in cases of 
postpartum depression, where mothers are avoidant, or cases of 
postpartum anxiety, where mothers are intrusive21, infants’ allostasis 
is constantly disregulated. Distorted allostasis regulation can shift 
infants’ developmental trajectories, including neural, social and 
cognitive development190. A clinical evaluation of infants’ allosta-
sis regulation within mother–infant dyads could support diagnosis 
and treatment for both mothers and infants, and help determine the 
developmental prognosis in maladaptive dyads.

Finally, acknowledging the environmental impact on social 
development has implications for societal issues such as race, family 
structure and religion. For example, treating ‘mommy’ as a learned 
concept, and not a biological imperative, makes a baby born to a 
family of two fathers not deprived of any natural necessity191. As 
a society, we construct many abstract concepts, which are power-
ful because they impact allostasis. Completely abstract ideas, such 
as god, race, money or love, materialize to become concrete (that 
is, have immediate allostatic implications), powerfully motivating 
human behaviour. This is because via social interactions humans 
learn to link those abstract concepts to their allostasis to survive 
and prosper in their culture. This can potentially explain how 
beyond the immediate dyadic bond with the caregiver, extended 
social effects, including social class or economic status, may carry 
powerful effects on child development15,2,192, and even brain devel-
opment193. Future research on the role of allostasis as part of a very 
complex control system of social behaviour, and on familial and 
extra-familial impacts on biology and behaviour of child develop-
ment is warranted. Moreover, realizing the powerful potency of pro-
gramming our children’s brains and concepts can impact education, 
and raise the issue of social and cultural responsibility.

‘Growing a social brain’ is at the basis of every human’s well-
being. Early infancy is a critical time for establishing the biology of 
a healthy mind. However, the brain is plastic throughout life and so 
are many aspects of behaviour and cognition194. The human ‘social 
brain’ is not a pre-determined organ, but rather a plastic product of 
ongoing acculturation. As humans, taking responsibility on shaping 
our (social) brains can potentially impact science, societies and our 
children’s education.
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